
TREE GUIDELINES
for the management of Leeds City Council’s trees

frequently asked questions





The purpose of this document is to offer answers to some of the most common

tree related queries that members of the public refer to Leeds City Council’s Forestry

Section. The Council has limited control over the maintenance of privately owned

trees. The limited legal powers that we do possess are explained in this 

booklet.

The Council’s legal priority is to ensure that identified tree related risks are removed

or reduced so that we can all safely enjoy the many benefits that a healthy and robust

tree canopy cover bring to the City. This statutory obligation means that we require

a system to ensure that we deal with higher priority tree risks within stated timescales.

It allows us to maintain an efficient tree risk management system 24 hours a day for

365 days a year and manage budgets effectively. 

Tree issues that are not risk related are not prioritised. However, if such work can be

funded from alternative sources, including payment by private individuals and property

owners, and the required work can be undertaken to the highest professional 

standards, then it will be considered.
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Dangerous tree

Tree issue What the Council will do Background information

Non-risk tree 

problems

Leeds City Council has a statutory responsibility to

maintain trees under its control in such a way that

their condition or location does not pose unreason-

able risks to people or property. We take this duty of

care extremely seriously and prioritise identified risks

to ensure that the most serious are attended to first.

The Council does not prioritise tree work where no

risks or no unreasonable risks have been identified.

Tree Risk priorities are based on four categories:

Category 1 - Emergency

Work completed within 24 hours

Category 2 -  Urgent

Work completed within 7 working days

Category 3A - Developing Risk

Work completed within 6 months

Category 3B - Slowly Developing Risk

Work completed within 18 months

The Council has no legal obligation to remove or

prune trees to alleviate shade or non-hazardous over-

hanging branches, improve poor TV/satellite signal, 

prevent or reduce fallen leaves and fruit, aphid honey

dew or bird droppings etc. 

Alternative Funding:

Where alternative funding can be provided and 

capacity allows, such work may be considered 

provided that it complies with best arboricultural 

practice

Our tree risk management system explained
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Risks posed to 

highway users by 

privately owned trees

We have a legal obligation to ensure that all trees 

located close to a highway do not pose unreasonable

risks to highway users.

Where a privately owned tree poses unreasonable risks

to highway users, we will contact the owner and request

that they take appropriate action. If such action is not

undertaken within stated timescales, we have legal 

powers of enforcement to ensure that the required 

action is undertaken. All costs will be re-charged.



Risks posed by 

privately owned trees

located away from a

highway 

All tree owners have a legal responsibility to ensure

that trees under their control do not pose 

unreasonable risks to others.

We will not normally get involved where privately

owned trees do not pose a risk to highway users. 

If you are concerned over the condition of a privately

owned tree and its perceived risk, you should contact

the owner and make them aware. 

If the owner has been made aware of the perceived

risk, but no solution can be found, the Council may

consider contacting the owner to remind them of

their legal responsibility. 

It should be noted, however, that our legal powers of

enforcement are limited. We can only intervene if

there is a genuine, unreasonable risk and where tree

failure is deemed to be imminent.  All costs will be

charged to the tree owner.

Trees causing shade, overhanging or encroaching on property

Tree Issue What the Council will do Background information

Excessive shade The Council will not normally remove or prune a

Council owned tree in order to mitigate shade.

However, where shade is so severe that it affects the

quality of life, appropriate work may be consider if 

alternative funding can be provided.

The Council will always focus its resources on reducing

identified tree risks. 

Contrary to popular belief, there is no legal requirement

for tree owners to remove or prune their trees to 

improve the amount of natural light that reaches a 

neighbouring property. 

Housing Leeds provide some funding for Council 

properties to reduce severe  tree/shade issues provided

that strict parameters are met.  

Where the same parameters are met and alternative

funds are provided, the Council will consider reducing

tree/shade issues for private home owners.2



High hedges causing

severe shade

Where a privately owned evergreen hedge in excess

of 2m in height and made up of two or more 

evergreens, casts dense shade on a neighbouring 

property the Council has statutory powers to require

appropriate action by the hedge owner.

These powers are provided by Part 8 of the Anti-social 

Behaviour Act 2003. It is important to note that they only

concern evergreen hedges that can be proven to be 

casting unreasonable shade on neighbouring properties.

The Council will not get involved in the first instance and

will expect the complainant to have made every effort to

contact the hedge owner and attempt to reach agreement

on the best way to address their concerns.

If no such agreement can be reached, an application can be

made to the Council for them to become involved. There is

a charge for this service. Telephone 0113 222 4409.

You can download guidance and a copy of the complaint

form from the Council’s website at:

http://www.leeds.gov.uk/  searching under ‘high hedges’.
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Trees touching

buildings

Where a Council owned tree is physically touching a

building, we will take appropriate action before 

potential damage is sustained.

A property owner has a Common Law right to remove

an overhanging branch from a neighbour’s tree at the

point where it crosses the property boundary. You have

no such right to prune any part of a tree outside your

property boundary. All parts of the tree are the legal

property of the owner and should be returned to them.

It is recommended that you discuss your concerns with

the owner before undertaking any work and try to agree

a solution.

Note that inappropriate pruning may affect the future

condition or stability of a tree and you are advised to

seek professional advice. If the tree is Council owned, 

we will provide appropriate advice.

Some trees are legally protected by a Tree Preservation

Order (TPO) or because they are located within a 

Conservation Area. You will require planning permission

before undertaking any work on a legally protected tree

– see page 10



Trees causing obstruction or interference

Tree Issue What the Council will do Background information

Obstruction to

pavements

We will undertake appropriate work to ensure that

that Council owned trees do not obstruct footpaths

or pavements that are part of a highway or street and

that a 2.5m clearance is maintained over the footpath. 

Where privately owned trees obstruct pavements or

footpaths that are part of a highway or street, we will

notify the owner and request that they take appropriate

action.  Following this, if reasonable action is not 

undertaken, we can legally enforce action.

Obstruction to

highway sight lines,

traffic lights or

highway 

information signs.

We will prune or remove Council owned trees that

obstruct sight lines on highways or adopted roads, or

where they obstruct traffic lights or highway 

information signs.

Where privately owned trees obstruct sight lines on a

highway or adopted road, or where they obstruct traffic

lights or highway information signs, we will notify the

owner and request that they take appropriate action.

Following this, if reasonable action is not undertaken, we

can legally enforce action.

Where privately owned trees obstruct a highway or

adopted road, we will notify the owner and request that

they take appropriate action.  Following this, if 

reasonable action is not undertaken, we can legally 

enforce action.

Obstruction to

highways

We will take appropriate action to ensure that Council

owned trees do not obstruct a highway or adopted

road and that a minimum of 5.2m height clearance is

maintained.
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Trees obstructing 

a view

We will not remove or prune trees in order to 

improve a view from a property. 

There is no right in law to a view and the Council has

no obligation to improve a view obstructed by a tree.

Telephone wires

caught up in trees

We will not prune or remove a Council owned tree

to remove or reduce interference with telephone

wires.

Telephone service providers should be able to 

recommend a solution.

Contact: www.openreach.co.uk

Trees and solar

panels

We will not prune or remove Council owned trees to

facilitate the installation of solar panels to a 

neighbouring property.
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Trees interfering

with TV or 

satellite signal.

We will not normally remove or prune a tree to 

improve TV reception or satellite signal.  An exception

may be made if specified criteria are met. 

A TV licence is a permit to operate a television 

receiver, but it does not guarantee any reception or any

legal right to a reception.

We may consider pruning or removing a tree that 

interferes with a signal if alternative funding can be 

provided and the following criteria have been satisfied:

1. Efforts have been made to provide an engineering

solution, but have proved unsuccessful.

2. Work required is in line with best arboricultural 

practice. 

3. If the only solution is to remove a tree, then it must

be replaced with a suitable tree being planted in a more

appropriate location.

Where privately owned trees obstruct street lights, we

will contact the owner and request that they take 

appropriate action within specified timescales. Should

they not do so, we can legally enforce action.

Trees obstructing

street lights

We will undertake work to Council owned trees to

ensure that statutory street lighting levels are 

maintained.

Fallen leaves We will not prune or remove a Council owned tree

to reduce autumn leaf fall.

Autumn leaf fall is a natural event.

The clearance of autumn leaves from gardens, gutters

etc is regarded as being part of normal property 

maintenance and is the property owner or tenant’s 

responsibility.

Highways and associated paved areas are cleared of 

autumn leaf fall by the Council, as are paths in parks and

green spaces.

Naturally occurring tree issues that may be perceived to be a ‘nuisance’

Tree Issue What the Council will do Background information



Poisonous fruit We will not normally prune or remove a Council

owned tree because it is alleged to bare poisonous

fruit.

Where evidence can clearly demonstrate that 

unsupervised children are likely to be exposed to a

Council owned tree that bares poisonous fruit, 

appropriate action may be considered..
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Tree pollen We will not prune or fell a Council owned tree to 

remove or reduce pollen.

The influence of tree pollen on hay fever is outweighed

by the positive benefits that trees provide in alleviating

serious respiratory problems caused by poor air quality. 

Trees and personal

medical complaints

We will not normally prune or fell a Council owned

tree where a request has been made to do so 

because of a personal medical complaint.

The Council has no legal responsibility to remove a tree

under such circumstances.

Bird droppings We will not prune or fell a Council owned tree in

order to remove or reduce bird droppings. Nor will

we remove bird droppings from private land.

Birds naturally roost in trees. Whilst their droppings may

be perceived to be a nuisance, this is not considered to

be sufficient reason to prune or remove a tree.

Warm, soapy water will usually be sufficient to remove

bird droppings.

Sap falling on 

surfaces

We will not prune or fell a Council owned tree in

order to alleviate ‘honeydew’ or other sticky residue

falling from trees.

‘Honeydew’ occurs when aphids feed on leaves and 

excrete a sugary sap and this is a natural, seasonal event.

If honeydew is colonised by moulds, it becomes duller

and may turn black.

Some trees, such as limes or sycamore, are more prone

to aphid infestation than others. Where new trees are

to be planted, species choice will be carefully considered

to try and reduce this problem in the future.

Fallen fruit We will not normally prune or fell a Council owned

tree to prevent fruit falling on to surfaces.

The production of fruit, berries, nuts and other tree

seed is a natural event, typically occurring in late 

summer and autumn. 



Wild animals/insects We will not prune or fell a Council owned tree to 

remove or reduce alleged problems caused by wild

animals or insects. 

Trees provide a natural habitat for a wide range of 

animals, birds and insects. The Council has no control

over this.

The Council does provide a pest control service that

specialises in the control of pest species, e.g.  the control

of rats and the removal of wasp nests. There is a charge

for this service.
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Tree blossom We will not prune or fell a Council owned tree to 

remove or reduce fallen blossom. Nor will we remove

fallen blossom from private property.

Tree blossom is a natural event, usually heralding the 

arrival of spring or early summer. 

Highways, streets and paths are cleared of fallen 

blossom as necessary.

Trees alleged to be

causing building

subsidence

Where evidence is provided that confirms that a

Council owned tree is implicated in building 

subsidence, we will take appropriate action

You should contact your home buildings insurers as

soon as possible.

Trees causing trip

hazards

We will undertake appropriate action to ensure that

there are no unreasonable trip hazards associated with

trees in streets, along highways or paths.

Tree roots are the usual cause of trip hazards. Rather

than remove a tree, the best course of action is often to

resurface a path using a more flexible surface material.

Trees relating to building and construction

Tree Issue What the Council will do Background information

Where the necessary planning permission has been

granted, we may consider pruning or removing a 

Council owned tree if alternative funding is provided

and any removed tree is replanted on a 3 for 1 basis.

Removal of trees

to allow the 

installation of a

dropped kerb

We will not normally undertake or allow the pruning

or felling of a Council owned tree to facilitate the 

installation of a dropped kerb.



Removal or 

pruning of trees to

facilitate 

demolition or 

construction

We will not automatically permit the pruning or felling

of a Council owned tree to allow building works to

proceed. 

Building design, demolition or construction is normally

subject to strict planning regulations. Due regard to

trees that might be affected by such work, has to be

carefully considered before planning consent is given.

Trees on Housing Leeds land

Tree Issue What the Council will do Background information

Can Housing Leeds

tenants plant trees

in their gardens?

We will consider requests from tenants who wish to

plant trees or shrubs in their gardens, provided 

appropriate species and planting locations are chosen. 

In the first instance, tenants should discuss their 

proposals with their Housing Officer.
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Responsibility for

trees in the garden

of a former 

Housing Leeds

property

Trees standing within the footprint of a former 

Council property that has passed into private 

ownership, are the responsibility of the owner. 

The maintenance

of trees in Housing

Leeds gardens

We will undertake work to trees that is in line with

stated priorities.

Tenants are expected to maintain their gardens in an 

appropriate manner. This includes maintenance of all

shrubs and greenery, including the removal of young 

self-set trees before they mature and create problems.



Cyclical 

maintenance 

Currently, dense growth (epicormic  growth) around

the base of highway verge trees is removed to prevent

it from obscuring sight lines. This is done once every

two years.

The focus will remain on prioritising identified risks

Routine Tree maintenance

Tree Issue What the Council will do Background information

Tree planting and

replacement

We remain committed to increasing the City’s tree

canopy cover and maximising the benefits that trees

deliver. New trees are planted in appropriate locations

when funding opportunities are made available.

External funding helps us to implement tree planting

schemes.
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All Housing Leeds trees that need to be removed are

routinely replaced, choosing the most suitable tree

species to be planted in the most appropriate location.

Where other issues exist, such as excess shade etc, tree

pruning or removal may be considered.

Such work will require alternative funding, and this will

include the replacement planting of any tree that we

agree to remove.

Trees alleged to be

too big or too

small

We will not normally prune or fell a Council owned

tree because it is perceived to be too big or too small

for its location.

Vandalised trees Reports of vandalised trees will be investigated and

the most appropriate action taken.

We make every effort to ensure that newly planted

trees, in particular, are appropriately protected and of a

sufficient size to deter or withstand acts of vandalism.

Local authorities have legal powers to protect trees and

woodlands in the interests of public amenity.

A TPO prevents the felling, lopping, cutting of roots, 

uprooting or wilful damage of protected trees. 

Permission from the Council must be given before any

work is undertaken to a protected tree. Without 

permission you risk prosecution.

Guidance notes and an application form can be down-

loaded from the Council’s website:

Tree Preservation

Orders (TPO) and

trees within 

Conservation

Areas (CA)

The Council will assess all applications to undertake

work to prune or remove a legally protected tree. We

aim to provide our decision within 6 weeks of receipt

of a Conservation Area notification or within 8 weeks

for a TPO tree works application. 
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Conservation Areas are designated by the Council as

being of special architectural or historic interest. 

All trees with a stem diameter in excess of 7.5cms 

measured at 1.5m above ground level, are protected

and you risk prosecution if you undertake work on or

remove trees without permission.

Guidance notes and an application form can be 

downloaded from the Council’s website:

http://www.leeds.gov.uk.publicaccess

Type Tree Preservation Orders into the Search box.

To find out whether a tree is covered by a TPO and/or

work is authorised on that tree please email Landscape

Planning using the form in the Contact Us section of the

page. 

For information, Landscape Planning's email address is 

landscape.planning@leeds.gov.uk 

Alternatively you can call on 0113 222 4409

Tree safety 

inspections

We have adopted a ‘common sense approach’ to tree

safety inspections.

Trees located in areas of high usage are inspected

each year and after severe storms.

Trees in areas of medium usage are inspected every 2

years.

Trees in areas of low usage are inspected every 5

years.

Trees in areas of very low usage do not receive a

scheduled inspection.



Useful Contacts:

Parks & Countryside

0113 378 6002

Planning (Landscape Team)

0113 222 4409

Emergency Out of Hours 

0113 3760499

Housing Enquiries 

0800 188 4000

Pest Control

0113 222 4406

or pests@leeds.gov.uk
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M a k i n g  o u r  t r e e s  s a f e  a n d  h e a l t hy
If you need to contact Leeds City Council’s Forestry Section

parks@leeds.gov.uk

Telephone 0113 378 6002

All information in this document is correct at the time of publication (July 2016)


